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Abstract 
It is shown here that the first three terms of the asymptotic expansion of jvk, k = 1, 2, 3, provide an upper bound for 
j,k in 0 < v< 10, hence a “best possible” upper bound. Lang and Wong have shown that this is true also for 10 < v < cc 
when k = 1 and 2, so that these “best possible” upper bounds hold in the entire interval 0 < v < 00 in these cases. We 
include supplementary comments on lower bounds in O<v < 10. 
Keywords: Bessel functions; Zeros; Inequalities 
1. Introduction 
The positive zeros, j,,k, k = 1,2,3,. . . , of the Bessel function J”(x) appear in a large number of 
different settings and applications. To accommodate this variety, a host of different inequalities for 
jvk, especially when k = 1, have been devised, along with tables and programmes for their values. 
Lower bounds have often been asymptotically correct as v -+ CO, at least as to the principal term 
v, but upper bounds are usually not. Exceptionally, Hethcote [2] has, for the important case of jVl, 
found upper and lower bounds, both asymptotically correct as to the first two terms as v + co. He 
has shown 
j>,, = v + 1.85576~“~ + CX~V-“~, (1) 
where 
0.500<a,<1.537, l<v < CC 
and, sharper, 
0.935da,<1.105, lO<v < 00. 
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These bounds can be made yet more precise and extensive. Indeed, the following “best possible” 
upper bound holds for all v > 0: 
j”, < U,(v) := v + allv1’3 + u21v-“3, 
where 
(2) 
all = $ = 1.855757.. ’ 
and 
a21 = ipll 3 2 = 1.033150.... 
As usual, ilk denotes the kth positive zero of the Airy function 
A(t) = $cJ${J_~~~[~($~)~!~] +J1,3[2(it)3’2]}. 
Here we prove 
Theorem 1. If 0 < v d 10, then jyl < UI (v). 
Lang and Wong [5] have established that (2) holds for 10 < v < co, using quite different and more 
delicate tools. 
Together, this verifies (2) for all 0 < v < co. 
This provides a “best possible” upper bound for j,,r for 0 -C v < cc, from the asymptotic 
representation in [8, (25)] and independently in [6 (8.6); 6 p. xviii (1.14)], expanding on Watson’s 
result [9, Section 15.83, p. 5211. Tricomi [8] showed that 
jyk = v + u~~v”~ + a2kv-“3 + O(v-‘), v -+ co, (3) 
while Olver [6] obtained the complete expansion 
jyk = v[ 1 + 2 a,,kv-2s/3]. (4) 
s=l 
He explained [6, Section lo] how to evaluate numerically the coefficients ask and computed the 
values for s, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
All in all, jU1 is bounded below for all v > 0 by the first two terms of (3) or (4), as Hethcote 
[2] showed for v > 1 and Laforgia and Muldoon [4] for 0 < v < 1, while it is bounded above by 
(2), i.e. by the first three terms of (3) or (4). To maintain this parallelism, we add Section 7 which 
shows that the first two terms of (3) or (4) provide lower bounds also when k = 2 and 3, 0 < v d 10. 
The analogues of Theorem 1 for jy2 and jy3 are also true and, in fact, successively less tedious 
to prove. This suggests that the first three terms, say uk(v), of the asymptotic expansion of jVk 
constitute an upper bound for jVk, v > 0, i.e., that 
j, < uk(v), 0 < v < 00. (5) 
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Fig. 1. The first positive zero of J,(x), - 1 < v <2 and its upper bound v+ 1.855757.. v”~ + 1.033150.. . v-“~, 0 < v <2. 
It will be shown here that j, < UJ(v) when k = 2 and 3, for 0 < v d 10. In [5] it is shown that 
this inequality is valid for k = 2 when 10 -C v < co. Hence, (5) holds when k = 2, as well as when 
k= 1. 
The analogues of (5) for jvk, Yvk, j:, and yik are likely to be true for all k, according to numerical 
checks we have made. By these analogues, we understand the sum of the beginning positive terms, 
as in the case in (2) where U,(v) is defined. There are, as in (2), three such terms, except for yyI, 
the first four terms of whose asymptotic expansion must be used, all these being positive [6, Section 
10, Table 5, p. 710; 7, p. xviii (1.16)]. 
2. Method of proof 
Fig. 1 depicts for k = 1 the situation to be addressed. 
The main argument on which we rely is Schlafli’s observation that jy, is an increasing function 
of v > 0 [9, Section 15.6(2), p. 5081. That it increases slowly, as Elbert’s concavity theorem 
concretizes [ 11, makes the specific computations to follow productive, although Elbert’s theorem is 
not used explicitly. These computations make repeated use of the obvious lemma. 
Lemma. I__ f(v) and g( ) v are each increasing functions of v, A<v <p, and if f (A) > g(p), then 
f(v) > g(v), Advdp. 
These two facts justify a step-by-step approach, although a laborious one. 
The remainder of this section is phrased specifically for the case jVi, but includes also the approach 
to the less tedious cases jyZ and jy,. 
For the interval 0 < v < 1.5, we can use published tables [3, p.1951 recording j,,i in intervals of 
0.0 1 up to v = 1.5. This does not require much work. For 1.5 < v d 10, the number of calculations 
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increases considerably with v. Some 2176 iterations are required in all. These can, in principle, all 
be done by hand. But they can be programmed so as to use Maple V.3. 
The simple programme employed is described in Section 4. 
Thus, (i) the initial entry is the starting value of A, namely 1.5000. Next comes (ii) U,(A) to the 
ten significant figures Maple V.3 yields. Then we drop the last three decimal places to obtain (iii) 
a slightly smaller value which we use for jy,. The next column (iv) is the unique value of v, again 
to ten significant figures, for which jvi has the value in (iii). This is larger than the value in (i), 
albeit not by much, and so the lemma verifies (2) for this short interval. 
For the next interval, i.e., the next value of A, the next entry in (i), we drop the last few decimal 
places from the value just obtained for (iv). This shortens the interval for which we have established 
(2). 
Entering this value as the new A in (i), we repeat the process just described. It remains effec- 
tive so long as the entry in column (iv) exceeds the entry in column (i) in the first four decimal 
places. 
These intervals become ever shorter, as might be expected. With increasing v, it appears that 
U,(v) approximates (while always exceeding) jyi ever more closely. Thus, the first two 1’s differ 
by 0.0257, while the last two (A = 9.9998 and A = 10.0017) differ by 0.0019. 
3. Proof of (2) for 0 e v< 1.5 
This is where we use [3, Table 33, p. 1951. It is convenient to consider separately the cases 
(i) 0 < vdO.43 and (ii) 0.43Gvd1.5. 
For (i), it suffices to note that with v. = 0.21068 177 . . ., 
rnn U,(v) = U,(v,) = 3.0512068.. . > jo.43,1 = 3.0418. 
This confirms (2) in case (i), since jv, is an increasing function of v. 
For (ii) we use the lemma, since here both Ul (v) and jyi are increasing functions of v. The method 
here is similar to that described in Section 2. The details explained there could be used here but the 
availability of published tables permits some alteration and slightly fewer calculations. 
Table 1 contains the proof of (ii) in 29 lines. The entries in the second column, headed U,(A)-, 
are each slightly smaller than U,(A). The fourth column relies on [3, p. 1951. 
4. Proof of (2) for 1.56vGlO 
For this interval we use the programme discussed in Section 2 along with the lemma. Its details 
follow: 
2: = proc (~0) 
local i,v,a,aa,aaa,aaaa,rl,ru,b,bb,bbb,vtemp; 
v: = vo; 
for i while v < 10.009 do 
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a:= evalf ((U(v)>; 
aa:= lOOOOOO*a; 
aaa:= trunccaa); 
aaaa:= evalf(1/l000000 * aaa); 
rl:= trunc(v) - 1.5; 
ru:= trunc(v) + 1.5; 
b := fsolve (BesselJ(vv,aaaa),vv=rl..ru); 
bb:= lOOOO*b; 
bbb:= trunc(bb); 
vtemp:= v; 
v:= evalf(l/lOOOO *bbb); 
lprint (vtemp,a,aaaa,b) 
od; 
lprint (‘THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WAS’,i) 
end 
Here, U(v) must be defined to be the upper-bound function approximating the respective zeros of 
the Bessel function, i.e., U,(v), UZ(V) or UX(V). 
5. The upper bound for j, 
Our objective here is: 
Theorem 2. If 0 < v < 10, then jy2 < &(v), where U,(v) := v + 3.2446075~“~ + 3.158243~~“~. 
The coefficients of v’13 and v- ‘i3 have been rounded down from their exact values in the asymptotic 
expansion of jv2, so that this interval of v yields a slightly sharper upper bound for jyZ than given 
by the first three terms of its asymptotic expansion, as was the case for jv,. 
As for jy, , we subdivide the interval 0 < v < 10. Here we note first that 
min U,(v) = U2(0.487067032.. .) = 7.053963.. . > j,,, = 7.0156. 
This proves the theorem for 0 < v < 1, in view of the lemma in Section 2, since jy, is an increasing 
function. 
For the interval 1 < v < 10, we repeat the method of Section 4. Here we may use the same Maple 
V.3 programme specified in Section 4, except that we apply it now to U,(v) instead of U,(v), which 
we then employ beginning with v = 1 instead of v = 1.5. 
This requires 235 iterations, a sharp reduction from the 2176 used for jvl, even though, unlike 
jy,, we did not have at our disposal for jyZ the tables [3, p. 1951 providing values up to v = 1.5. 
6. The upper bound for jy, 
Next we establish 
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Table 1 
0.43 3.1994 0.54 3.1982 
0.54 3.3 199 0.62 3.3105 
0.62 3.4140 0.69 3.4080 
0.69 3.4990 0.75 3.4772 
0.75 3.5731 0.80 3.5597 
0.80 3.6356 0.85 3.6282 
0.85 3.6985 0.90 3.6963 
0.90 3.7617 0.94 3.7505 
0.94 3.8125 0.98 3.8047 
0.98 3.8634 1.02 3.8587 
1.02 3.9143 1.06 3.9124 
1.06 3.9654 1.09 3.9526 
1.09 4.0037 1.12 3.9927 
1.12 4.0420 1.15 4.0327 
1.15 4.0803 1.18 4.0726 
1.18 4.1187 1.21 4.1125 
1.21 4.1570 1.24 4.1522 
1.24 4.1953 1.27 4.1919 
1.27 4.2336 1.30 4.2315 
1.30 4.2719 1.33 4.2710 
1.33 4.3102 1.35 4.2972 
1.35 4.3358 1.37 4.3235 
1.37 4.3613 1.39 4.3497 
1.39 4.3868 1.41 4.3759 
1.41 4.4122 1.43 4.4021 
1.43 4.4377 1.45 4.4282 
1.45 4.4632 1.47 4.4543 
1.47 4.4886 1.49 4.4804 
1.49 4.5141 1.5 4.4934 
Theorem 3. If 0 < v d 10, then jy, < &(v), where U,(v) := v + 4.3816711~“~ + 5.759712v-“3. 
Again we have rounded down the coefficients of 
in the asymptotic expansion of jy,. 
Here we have 
“113 and v-‘/~ from their exact values as given 
min U,(v) = U,(O.7643724372.. .) = 11.07005250.. . > j,.,, = 10.90412166. 
Once more we may employ the programme specified in Section 4 for U,(v) in the interval 1.5 < 
v < 10. Now, of course, it is applied to Us(v), but in the same interval 1.5 d v < 10. 
Executing it leads to 86 iterations, a further considerable shortening of the calculations required. 
See the table in the appendix which records the calculations for jy3. The corresponding tables for 
jV, and jy, are too lengthy to publish here. They can be obtained on request. 
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Table 2 
2.55 
1” j,2 P LZ(P) 
0 5.52007 1.67 
1.5 7.72525 3.03 
3 9.76102 4.43 
4 11.06740 5.38 
5 12.33860 6.33 
6 13.58929 7.29 
5.51948 
7.72509 
9.75881 
1.06534 
2.33202 
3.58127 
7 14.82126 8.26 14.81768 
8 16.03777 9.23 16.03607 
9 17.24122 10.20 17.23660 
10 18.43346 
7. Lower bounds for jy2 and jv3, 0 < v d 10 
The first two terms of the asymptotic expansion of j,,, bound jVl, 0 d v < 00, from below [2,4]. 
Here we show that the same is true, in 0 < v < 10, for jyz and jy,. That is, 
j,,, > L,(v) := v + 3.2446077~“~, Odvd 10 (6) 
and 
j, > &(v) := v + 4.3816713~“~, O<v< 10. (7) 
Here we have rounded up the coefficients of v113. 
We give the proof of (6) in detail. The proof for (7) follows the same pattern. In both cases, we 
rely on the lemma in Section 2 and the monotonicity of jy,. 
For (6) we pick in that lemma f(v) := L2(v) and g(v) := jyX. Table 2 records the various steps. 
The entries for jyz are copied from [7] and rounded down. Those for L&) are rounded up. 
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Appendix 
> read ‘ufunct3’; 
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U := proc(nu) nu+4.38167l*nu~(1/3)+5.7597l*l/nu*~l/3) end 
> read ‘zero’; 
z := proc(v0) 
local i,v,a,aa,aaa,aaaa,rl,ru,b,bb,bbb,vtemp; 
V := vo; 
foriwhile v < 10.1 do 
a := evalf(U(v>>; 
aa := lOOOOOO*a; 
aaa := trunc(aa); 
aaaa := evalf(l/l000000*aaa); 
rl := trunc(v)-1.5 ; 
ru := trunc(v)+l.5 ; 
b := fsolve(BesselJ(vv,aaaa),vv = rl . . ru); 
bb := lOOOO*b; 
bbb := trunccbb); 
vtemp := v; 
V := evalf(l/lOOOO*bbb); 
lprint(vtemp,a,aaaa,b) 
od; 
lprint('THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WAS',i) 
end 
> z( 1.500000000); 
Table 3 
i, u3(n) .iv3 V 
1.500000000 11.54733134 11.54733100 1.948916417 
1.948900000 12.03313186 12.03313100 2.292905005 
2.292900000 12.43867050 12.43867000 2.583075667 
2.583000000 12.79277838 12.79277800 2.838560865 
2.838500000 13.11037255 13.11037200 3.069297680 
3.069200000 13.40020159 13.40020100 3.281124764 
3.281100000 13.66817086 13.66817000 3.478006510 
3.478000000 13.91821996 13.91821900 3.662585771 
3.662500000 14.15315524 14.15315500 3.836745281 
3.836700000 14.37535303 14.37535300 4.00209965 1 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
4.002000000 14.58641362 14.58641300 4.159724182 
4.159700000 14.78787833 14.78787800 4.310678191 
4.3 10600000 14.9806922 1 14.98069200 4.455592602 
4.455500000 15.16582712 15.16582700 4.595133894 
4.595100000 15.34414459 15.34414400 4.729897411 
4.729800000 15.51613451 15.51613400 4.860208326 
4.860200000 15.68254988 15.68254900 4.986596975 
4.986500000 15.84363842 15.84363800 5.109218163 
5.109200000 16.00003415 16.00003400 5.228523678 
5.228500000 16.15199087 16.15199000 5.344680310 
5.344600000 16.29976426 16.29976400 5.457861665 
5.457800000 16.44373835 16.44373800 5.568339353 
5.568300000 16.58417045 16.58417000 5.676292782 
5.676200000 16.72119135 16.72119100 5.781805778 
5.781800000 16.85518593 16.85518500 5.885 158948 
5.885100000 16.98615840 16.98615800 5.986343244 
5.986300000 17.11436673 17.11436600 6.085543830 
6.085500000 17.23994199 17.23994100 6.182851443 
6.182800000 17.36301515 17.36301500 6.278357884 
6.278300000 17.48371703 17.48371700 6.372153617 
6.372100000 17.60217827 17.60217800 6.464331582 
6.464300000 17.71852924 17.71852900 6.554985590 
6.554900000 17.83277399 17.83277300 6.644110353 
6.644100000 17.94516855 17.94516800 6.731900163 
6.73 1900000 18.05571655 18.05571600 6.818350212 
6.8 18300000 18.16442167 18.16442100 6.903457479 
6.903400000 18.27141326 18.27141300 6.9873 17975 
6.987300000 18.37682036 18.37682000 7.070026783 
7.070000000 18.48064611 18.48064600 7.151582126 
7.151500000 18.58289370 18.58289300 7.23 1980820 
7.231900000 18.68369163 18.68369100 7.311320635 
7.311300000 18.78316802 18.78316800 7.389698304 
7.389600000 18.88120032 18.88120000 7.467012232 
7.467000000 18.97804157 18.97804100 7.543459095 
7.543400000 19.07356910 19.07356900 7.618939192 
7.618900000 19.16791041 19.16791000 7.693548780 
7.693500000 19.26106779 19.26106700 7.767287154 
7.767200000 19.35304354 19.35304300 7.840153701 
7.840100000 19.44396460 19.44396400 7.912245461 
7.912200000 19.53383299 19.53383200 7.983561433 
7.983500000 19.62265069 19.62265000 8.054101482 
8.054100000 19.71054411 19.71054400 8.123963344 
8.123900000 19.79739062 19.79739000 8.193046183 
8.193000000 19.88331643 19.88331600 8.261449600 
8.261400000 19.96832323 19.96832300 8.329172339 
8.329100000 20.05241269 20.05241200 8.396213194 
8.396200000 20.13571055 20.13571000 8.462671571 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
8.462600000 20.21809418 20.21809400 8.528447531 
8.528400000 20.29968918 20.29968900 8.593639113 
8.593600000 20.38049690 20.38049600 8.658245496 
8.658200000 20.4605 1872 20.4605 1800 8.722267495 
8.722200000 20.53975597 20.53975500 8.785703560 
8.785700000 20.61833372 20.61833300 8.848653148 
8.848600000 20.69612940 20.69612900 8.911016335 
8.911000000 20.77326792 20.77326700 8.972891163 
8.972800000 20.84962683 20.84962600 9.034179244 
9.034100000 20.92533086 20.92533000 9.094978802 
9.094900000 21.00038107 21.00038100 9.155290258 
9.155200000 2 1.07477850 2 1.07477800 9.215111646 
9.215100000 21.14864749 2 1.14864700 9.274543227 
9.274500000 21.22186565 21.22186500 9.333485011 
9.333400000 21.29443398 21.29443300 9.391936705 
9.391900000 21.36647660 21.36647600 9.449998001 
9.449900000 2 1.43787126 21.43787100 9.507568797 
9.507500000 21.50874193 21.50874100 9.564747321 
9.564700000 21.57908941 2 1.57908900 9.621535135 
9.621500000 21.64891449 21.64891400 9.677930589 
9.677900000 21.71821792 21.71821700 9.733933664 
9.733900000 21.78700048 21.78700000 9.789545162 
9.789500000 21.85526291 21.85526200 9.844763476 
9.844700000 2 1.92300598 2 1.92300500 9.899589438 
9.899500000 21.99023039 2 1.99023000 9.954023087 
9.954000000 22.05705947 22.05705900 10.00816252 
10.00810000 22.12337125 22.12337100 10.06190905 
10.06190000 22.18928893 22.18928800 10.11536088 
THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WAS 86 
